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Securities fraud class actions are big business for 
lawyers. Since 1996, nearly 4,000 suits have been 
filed, with the majority resulting in companies 
paying substantial settlements. the top 10 settle-
ments alone totaled about $35 billion; plaintiffs’ 
lawyers took home billions in fees. Companies 
paid their own lawyers similar sums for defending 

them. if spending these gigantic sums on lawyers deterred corpo-
rate fraud (that is, if they helped sort cases of actual fraud from 
mere business reverses), then that might be money well spent. 
But if lawyers are paid billions without reducing the probability 
or magnitude of corporate fraud, then from a social welfare per-
spective these payments to lawyers are a deadweight loss. 

When thinking about the efficiency of the private litigation 
system, the relevant comparison is not to an enforcement vacuum, 
but rather to government enforcement of antifraud prohibitions. 
the Securities and exchange Commission and the Department 
of Justice are authorized to bring suits to enforce the securities 
laws in general and antifraud rules specifically. Absent a system 
of private suits, presumably the government would pick up 
some of the slack. the choice between public and private is not 
obvious. Private litigation could be more effective and efficient 
than government enforcement against corporate fraud because 
of the financial incentives private lawyers may have to ferret out 
fraud and bring complex cases. if the rules of the game are not 
finely tuned, however, these large financial incentives can result 
in litigation having nuisance value unrelated to the merits of any 
fraud claim. Unfortunately, the securities class action system in 
use today gives scant confidence that private litigation is striking 
the right balance in encouraging socially desirable suits while 
discouraging nuisance claims.

in a representative democracy, you might think that the peo-
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ple’s representatives in Congress would make the choice between 
public and private enforcement of antifraud principles. But the 
current system of private suits as the primary mechanism for 
policing corporate fraud comes not from Congress but from 
the courts. Judges, egged on by the SeC, created the securities 
class action industrial complex on their own. there is nothing 
in the statute—in this case, §10(b) of the Securities exchange Act 
of 1934—that authorizes a private cause of action for securities 
fraud. instead, the courts invented it out of whole cloth, ignoring 
private causes of action explicitly created by Congress in other 
parts of the statute. Over the ensuing decades, the Supreme Court 
has at various times expanded and contracted the private cause 
of action, based on virtually no empirical data on how securities 
class actions work in the real world. in general, however, the §10(b) 
private right of action has grown from what William rehnquist 
called a “legislative acorn” into a “judicial oak.”

Securities class actions really took off after Basic v. Levinson, 
a 1988 Supreme Court case that held plaintiffs need not show 
individual reliance on alleged corporate misrepresentations, but 
instead could rely on the market price having incorporated those 
misstatements: the “fraud-on-the-market” (FOtM) presumption. 
this meant that certifying a class action became much easier for 
plaintiff lawyers, while defendants would face enormous costs 
from litigating and settling the suits. the incentives to bring 
cases for nuisance value alone were enormous. After Basic there 
was a huge spike in securities litigation, but almost never did 
those suits get to the question of whether corporate fraud had 
actually occurred. Stock prices dropped (by reason of fraud or 
otherwise), suits were brought, and settlement monies were paid. 
Former shareholders got pennies from current shareholders, and 
lawyers (and their experts) took home the real money.

Congress responded to that flood of cases by tweaking the rules 
of securities class action a bit in 1995, and the Supreme Court has 
tried to trim the oak it created in a series of controversial decisions. 
neither Congress nor the Court was willing to cut down the tree 



reform of securities fraud class actions needs to begin with reining 
in the grossly inflated measure of damages used in such cases. the 
SeC, however, stands in the way of reforming the damages mea-
sure in securities fraud class actions. As a result, corporations may 
resort to self-help to eliminate securities class actions altogether.

insTiTUTionAL BACkGroUnd: seCondAry  
MArkeT seCUriTies FrAUd CLAss ACTions 

Congress did not create a general private cause of action for fraud 
when it enacted the Securities exchange Act in 1934, instead opt-
ing to create narrow causes of action for specific types of conduct, 
like market manipulation. Congress did, however, authorize the 
SeC to adopt antifraud rules that the agency could then enforce. 
the SeC exercised that rulemaking authority in 1940 when it 
adopted rule 10b-5. the rule, like § 10(b) (the statutory provision 
that authorizes the rule), says nothing about a private cause of 
action. the courts, however, have not been deterred by that void 
and have implied a sweeping cause of action under rule 10b-5. 

Courts being courts, they have relied heavily on the familiar 
requirements of common law deceit (the typical cause of action 
for fraud) in fleshing out the details of that rule 10b-5 cause of 

and start anew, in part because the Court never squarely faced the 
issue of whether to overrule Basic—at least, until recently. 

A case in the last Supreme Court term—known in legal circles 
as Halliburton II—presented the question of whether Basic should 
be overruled, thus presenting the Court an opportunity to rethink 
securities fraud class actions altogether. instead of pursuing 
fundamental reform, the Court tinkered around the periphery, 
adding a new battle of the experts to these cases. the Court’s Hal-
liburton II decision arguably makes a bad situation worse. At the 
very least, it will make these suits more expensive for shareholders, 
without any obvious benefit in terms of deterring corporate fraud. 
in other words, the Court’s decision will yield more costs with no 
benefits, or what one might call a lose–lose.

in this essay, we briefly present the core economic and legal 
issues presented in the most recent battle over the FOtM pre-
sumption. We show how the Court missed an opportunity to 
reduce wasteful litigation and redirect legal resources toward 
deterring actual corporate fraud. We also argue that despite the 
Court’s inviting Congress to address the problems of securities 
fraud class actions, Congress is unlikely to accept that invitation. 
We also outline what fundamental reform would look like if 
Washington could be spurred to action. in our view, meaningful 
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action. At common law, plaintiffs were required to claim that they 
had relied on the allegedly fraudulent misstatement and that it 
induced them to make the purchase. So for a fraud claim involv-
ing a company’s common stock, an investor-plaintiff would have 
to show that he read the misstatements that allegedly distorted 
the price of a company’s stock before he purchased (or sold) the 
stock. the problem, however, is that for companies whose shares 
are publicly traded, many (perhaps most) of the investors buying 
and selling the company’s shares will not have read the misstate-
ment or even been aware of it, so they will not be able to claim 
reliance in the traditional sense. thus, the reliance requirement 
posed a substantial obstacle to bringing a case under rule 10b-5. 
if all plaintiffs were required to allege that they had read and relied 
on the misstatement in making their decision to purchase, a class 
could not be certified because it would have too many factual 
questions that were not common to the class (a prerequisite to 
class certification). And individual investors would rarely have suf-
ficient losses to justify the expense of bringing suit on their own. 

to overcome this obstacle, the Supreme Court effectively gut-
ted the reliance requirement for most claims of secondary market 
fraud with its decision in Basic. the Basic Court, with Justice Harry 
Blackmun writing for the majority, adopted the so-called “fraud 
on the market” presumption of reliance. the FOtM presumption 
allows plaintiffs to skip the step of alleging personal reliance on 
the misstatement, instead allowing them to allege that the market 
relied on the misrepresentation in valuing the security and that, 
in turn, the plaintiffs relied on the market price that was distorted 
by the deception. the economic premise underlying the FOtM 
presumption is the efficient capital market hypothesis, which 
holds that markets rapidly incorporate information—true or 
false—into the market price of a security. thus, the price paid by 
the plaintiffs would have been inflated by the fraud, establishing 
a causal connection between the fraud, the purchase, and the 
loss. For Blackmun, the economic analysis was painfully obvious: 

“Who would knowingly roll the dice in a crooked crap game?”
Justice Byron White, dissenting in Basic, worried the economics 

were more complicated: “[t]he Court, i fear, embarks on a course 
that it does not genuinely understand, giving rise to consequences 
it cannot foresee.” Presciently, White noted that adopting the 
appropriate measure of damages was critical to the implementa-
tion of the Court’s new FOtM regime. White also noted that 
Blackmun and the Court majority had ducked that issue. 

Without any guidance from the Supreme Court on the ques-
tion of damages, lower courts assumed that the traditional out-of-
pocket measure of damages, typically applied in face-to-face cases 
of fraud, also applied in FOtM cases. the out-of-pocket measure 
gives shareholder-plaintiffs the difference between the price they 
paid and the securities’ “true” value at that time. Combining that 
measure with the FOtM presumption exponentially expanded 
the potential damages exposure for companies whose stock 
traded on the new York Stock exchange (nYSe) or nasdaq. every 
investor who purchased while a misrepresentation was affecting 

the company’s stock price—and did not sell it before the truth 
was revealed—has a cause of action under rule 10b-5 against the 
company and its officers. importantly, however, the company 
will be the primary target in these suits, despite the fact that the 
corporation will rarely have sold securities during the time of the 
alleged fraud. Because the company did not benefit from fraud, it 
has no institutional incentive to spend real resources in executing 
the fraud—and thus no reason to encourage the investor reliance 
that the FOtM presumption seeks to promote. 

Worse still, the out-of-pocket measure of damages relied on 
by the lower courts provides no offset for the windfall gain on 
the other side of the trade. For every shareholder who bought at a 
fraudulently inflated price, another shareholder sold: the buyer’s 
individual loss is offset by the seller’s gain. But the investors lucky 
enough to have been selling during the period of the fraud do not 
have to give their profits back. Consequently, the out-of-pocket 
measure exaggerates the social harm caused by FOtM because 
it fails to account for the fact that losses and gains will be a wash 
for shareholders in the aggregate, although some individual 
shareholders on the losing side will suffer substantial losses in 
particular cases. the net social losses are nearly zero in almost all 
of these cases. But given the trading volume in secondary markets, 
the potential recoverable damages in securities class actions can be 
a substantial percentage of the corporation’s total capitalization, 
easily reaching hundreds of millions of dollars and sometimes 
billions of dollars. Despite this incoherence, the out-of-pocket 
measure persists, and as a result class actions are a big stick to 
wield against fraud, real or imagined. Companies confronting 
FOtM lawsuits, if they cannot get the case dismissed at an early 
stage, have little choice but to settle. Going to trial to seek exonera-
tion means risking a potentially bankrupting judgment.

THe deLUGe And THe resPonse

the FOtM presumption of reliance was adopted by the Supreme 
Court to facilitate securities fraud class actions. Measured by 
this criterion, Basic was a tremendous success. the number of 
securities fraud class actions increased dramatically after Basic 
validated the FOtM presumption. 

Although the FOtM presumption ensured that private plain-
tiffs would have incentives to sue, the out-of-pocket measure of 
damages meant that the incentives to sue were excessive. the 
FOtM presumption generated too many suits because the defen-
dants’ incentive to settle these cases has little to do with the 
merits: even a small prospect of losing at trial puts a big thumb 
on the scale toward settlement, even if the company has done 
nothing wrong. the math is simple: a 1 percent chance of losing a 
$2 billion judgment makes it economically rational to cut a check 
for $20 million, even ignoring the massive costs of mounting a 
defense. even supremely confident defendants will settle merit-
less cases. Such settlements are wasteful; investors do not benefit 
when companies pay settlements that have little to do with the 
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merits of the case because the settlements generate no deterrence. 
Securities class actions are a costly form of insurance against fraud 
and business reverses, and investors are the ones who ultimately 
foot the bill. Only the lawyers are enriched.

even in cases of actual fraud, the FOtM regime is far from 
optimal. to see this, consider that any lies are told not by “the 
company”—an artificial legal construct—but by executives who 
speak on its behalf. these individuals may benefit from the lies 
along with any shareholders who sell their shares after the lies 
but before the fraud is revealed. But these people would not pay 
damages to compensate those who buy shares after the lies and 
hold the shares. the company pays the losing investors, which 
effectively means current shareholders pay, even though they do 
not profit from the lies. this transfer of wealth from innocent 
current shareholders to former shareholders (with a big chunk 
going to lawyers) serves no obvious retributive purpose. And with 
wrongdoing managers typically not paying any portion of the 
damages, the case for deterrence is weak as well.

the incentives unleashed by Basic spawned a flood of securi-
ties fraud suits, often targeting start-up firms with high volatility, 
regardless of connection to actual fraud. When the stock prices of 
those firms fell, plaintiffs’ lawyers filed suits and then combed dis-
closures for potential misstatements. Settlements followed quickly, 
however, obviating any need to find fraud. the consequence was 
a tax on risk, raising the cost of capital for start-up firms. 

in response, republicans made securities class action reform 
a centerpiece of their Contract with America in 1994. When the 
republicans took control of Congress that year, they passed the 
Private Securities Litigation reform Act of 1995 (PSLrA), with 
substantial Democratic support necessary to override President Bill 
Clinton’s veto. Supporters summarized the target of their reforms: 

“the routine filing of lawsuits against issuers of securities and oth-
ers whenever there is a significant change in an issuer’s stock price, 
without regard to any underlying culpability of the issuer, and with 
only faint hope that the discovery process might lead eventually to 
some plausible cause of action.”

the PSLrA made a number of reforms intended to reduce the 
extortionate threat of securities class actions. For example, it raised 
the standards for pleading fraud, delayed discovery until after a 
hearing on a motion to dismiss, and changed the selection of lead 
counsel from a race to the courthouse to a presumption in favor 
of the attorney chosen by the shareholder-plaintiff with the largest 
economic stake in the outcome. Congress, however, did not address 
the underlying drivers of these suits: the FOtM presumption and the 
perverse measure of damages. the House of representatives consid-
ered eliminating the FOtM presumption, but the SeC opposed the 
provision and it was abandoned in favor of a codification of FOtM 
that would have set forth more clearly when the presumption would 
apply. By the time the bill came out of conference, this codification 
of the FOtM presumption also had been abandoned. the result was 
a stalemate on the FOtM presumption.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court heard several big cases with 

Basic’s FOtM presumption lurking in the background. its restric-
tive decisions suggest that the Court viewed the system as funda-
mentally broken. in Central Bank of Denver v. First Interstate Bank of 
Denver (1994), the Court held that there was no aiding and abetting 
liability for private securities fraud suits. the Court extended this 
ruling to cover alleged schemes to defraud in Stoneridge Investment 
Partners v. Scientific Atlanta (2008), and in Janus Capital Group v. First 
Derivative Traders (2011), which limits liability to the legal entity 
that actually makes a misstatement. in another series of cases, 
the Court narrowly interpreted the concept of causation. in Dura 
Pharmaceuticals v. Broudo (2005), the Court held that it was not 
enough for plaintiffs to show they bought shares at prices inflated 
by lies; they also had to show that the revelation of the lies caused 
the stock price to drop. Finally, in Tellabs v. Makor Issues & Rights 
(2007), the Court interpreted the PSLrA’s pleading standard to 
require that plaintiffs show—in their complaint—that the inference 
of a fraudulent intent was as strong as any innocent explanation. 
these cases, which repeatedly erected barriers to plaintiffs bringing 
securities class actions, make sense only against the backdrop of a 
highly dysfunctional system for deterring corporate fraud.

Although one could reasonably view this series of cases as the 
Supreme Court trying to tame the beast it unleashed upon the 
corporate world, in more recent cases the Court balked at killing 
the beast all together. in Erica P. John Fund v. Halliburton (2011), 
commonly called Halliburton I, the Court refused to extend the 
Dura rule to the class certification stage; it held that plaintiffs do 
not have to show loss causation at the class certification stage to 
invoke the FOtM presumption. Similarly, in Amgen v. Connecti-
cut Retirement Plans and Trust Funds (2013), the Court held that 
plaintiffs are not required to prove alleged misstatements were 
material (that is, something a reasonable investor would care 
about when making an investment decision) at the class action 
certification stage. instead, the plaintiff would only be required 
to prove materiality at trial. the Court refused to fashion special 
rules for certifying securities class actions, notwithstanding its 
apparently skeptical view of the merits of many of those claims. 
Or perhaps the Court saw the PSLrA as reducing the incidence 
of frivolous suits to an acceptable level. (See “Securities Litigation 
after Amgen,” Spring 2014.)

Against this background, it was somewhat surprising that in 
Amgen four justices—Antonin Scalia, Clarence thomas, Anthony 
Kennedy, and Samuel Alito—each separately urged the Court to 
reconsider Basic altogether. the Court took up this invitation 
when its remand in Halliburton I came back to the Court for 
consideration in Halliburton II.

HALLiBUrTon ii

the defendants in Halliburton II argued that Basic should be over-
ruled and that plaintiffs should have to show they relied on alleged 
misstatements. Such a decision would have made securities fraud 
class actions effectively impossible, likely rendering private enforce-
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ment under § 10(b) a dead letter. (Corporate fraud would not have 
been left entirely unchecked because there would still be the threats 
of government enforcement, state law claims, and a variety of other 
potential federal law claims for private plaintiffs to pursue.) 

Halliburton’s argument for overruling Basic was premised 
on empirical research raising doubts about the efficient capital 
market hypothesis, which was the basis of Basic’s conclusion 
that plaintiffs can rely on the market to quickly incorporate all 
information (true or false) into stock prices. Chief Justice John 
roberts expressed the concern at oral argument in Halliburton II 
when he noted that the justices were not well positioned to digest 
the financial economics: “How am i supposed to review the eco-
nomic literature and decide which [side in this case] is correct…?” 
roberts is certainly correct that issues of financial economics are 
beyond the ken of most judges. Unfortunately, the Basic FOtM 
presumption, which the Court preserved in Halliburton II, requires 
trial judges to make similarly fraught economic decisions in 
determining market efficiency. 

We filed an amicus brief in which we argued that instead 
of scrapping Basic’s FOtM presumption altogether, the Court 
should require plaintiffs to show “price impact” in order to certify 
a class. Price impact means the alleged misrepresentations caused 
the stock price to rise or stay steady when it otherwise would have 
fallen. Our proposal would have reformed FOtM class actions, 
putting them on a more solid economic footing. this argument 
went to the second question presented in Halliburton II: “Whether, 
in a case where the plaintiff invokes a presumption of reliance to 
seek class certification, the defendant may rebut the presumption 
and prevent class certification by introducing evidence that the 
misrepresentations did not distort the market price of its stock.” 
Crucially, our proposal hinged on plaintiffs bearing the burden of 
proof at the class certification stage to show price impact, elimi-
nating largely irrelevant debates about the efficiency of markets. 
requiring plaintiffs (or, rather, the plaintiffs’ lawyers) to show 
price impact would discourage them from bringing weak cases 
for their settlement value.

We argued that disputes over market efficiency were dragging 
district courts into costly and uncertain territory. Worse, the 
market efficiency requirement biases suits toward firms trading 
in obviously efficient markets (like the nYSe) instead of arguably 
less efficient ones (like the over-the-counter “pink sheets”). this is 
perverse because the probability of fraud is much lower for pub-
licly traded firms on the large exchanges relative to more thinly 
traded over-the-counter stocks. Companies whose securities 
trade in “inefficient” markets—e.g., smaller companies and debt 
issuers—are essentially immune to securities class actions, even 
though those issuers are more likely to commit fraud because 
they generally lack the elaborate internal controls and Big Four 
auditors employed by the largest companies. 

the Court in Halliburton II rejected our argument, preserving 
the requirement that plaintiffs show market efficiency to invoke 
the FOtM presumption. it did, however, allow defendants to prove 

there was no price impact from the alleged misrepresentation. 
this makes little sense. the Halliburton II decision does nothing to 
discourage plaintiffs’ lawyers from going after the deepest pockets 
or targeting firms that trade in more efficient markets. But the deci-
sion does add a new battle of the experts that will further increase 
the already enormous cost of litigating these cases. 

Under Halliburton II, defendants will call on economists to tes-
tify that the alleged misstatements did not affect the market price; 
plaintiffs will respond with their own economists who will testify 
that it did. Markets vary in the speed with which they incorporate 
information. Moreover, the significance of the information mat-
ters, so it can be a challenging task to establish whether a state-
ment affected the market price. that challenge can be particularly 
daunting if a company releases multiple pieces of information at 
the same time. With the burden of proof on defendants, many 
trial judges—faced with conflicting economic evidence that they 
are scarcely equipped to evaluate—will opt to certify a class. Conse-
quently, the watered-down role for price impact evidence adopted 
by the Court in Halliburton II is likely to have minimal real-world 
effect on the mix of cases pursued by plaintiffs. Despite the lim-
ited prospects for success and the added litigation expense, it will 
be the rare defense lawyer that does not take advantage of the 
opportunity afforded by the Halliburton II decision; after all, they 
bill by the hour. insurers will raise premiums paid by companies 
for directors’ and officers’ insurance to compensate. recall that 
those premiums are ultimately born by shareholders.

Why did the Court make a legal move that was such a clear 
policy mistake? the Court fell back on stare decisis—it was reluc-
tant to overturn (or even reform) a decades-old precedent that 
had become such a central feature of modern securities fraud 
litigation. the Court’s rationale for its timid approach was that 
more robust reform would require it to choose sides in a dispute 
about financial economics for which it was poorly equipped to 
evaluate. in reality, by choosing to retain the FOtM presumption, 
it did choose a side. the side it chose pushes in the direction of 
excessive amounts of litigation, targeting the wrong actors and 
yielding dubious deterrence of fraud. 

the Court made it clear that it expects Congress to make any 
substantive reform to securities class actions, despite the fact that 
the Court created the current securities class action regime out of 
whole cloth. (Of course, the Court could have overruled Basic and 
given Congress the same invitation to create an explicit private 
right of action in the statute. that is effectively what happened 
in the wake of Central Bank of Denver—Congress responded by 
adding a public right of action for aiding and abetting in § 20(e) 
of the Securities exchange Act.) But Congress is unlikely to take 
the Court up on that invitation, as we explain below.

WHo CAn Fix THis Mess?

With its decision in Halliburton II, the Supreme Court has made it 
painfully clear that it lacks the appetite for fundamental reform 
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in securities class actions. Although judicial modesty may be 
a virtue, it is an odd response when the Court made the mess 
in the first place. Moreover, the Court’s deference to Congress 
seems misplaced when the politicians have also shown no appe-
tite for reform. the Court’s commitment to stare decisis also likely 
carries little weight with the shareholders who (involuntarily) 
foot the bill for the Court’s experiment in fraud deterrence 
policy. indeed, the Court’s continued tinkering around the edges 
of securities class actions has made a bad situation worse, as 
witnessed in Halliburton II. 

the fact of the matter is that the Court simply lacks the requi-
site institutional expertise for reform, even if it had the appetite. 
the members of the Court are all former government officials, 
academics, and appellate advocates. they are all highly talented 
lawyers but, simply put, they are not equipped to confront the 

highly technical field of securities law. it has been almost 30 years 
since the last justice with substantial experience as a corporate 
lawyer—Lewis F. Powell Jr.—retired from the Court. the Court 
has made it clear that it prefers to leave the field to Congress. 
that deference may come, in part, from the realization that the 
justices are not up to the task of reforming securities class actions.

is it realistic to expect reform to come from Congress? not 
anytime soon. As noted above, Congress punted on the question 
of the FOtM presumption when it adopted the PSLrA in 1995. 
Why? Political reality: two powerful constituencies were diametri-
cally opposed. For the plaintiffs’ bar, the FOtM presumption was 
the foundation of their (lucrative) livelihood; repealing it would be 
an existential threat. On the other side of the battle was corporate 
America, particularly the high tech sector, wailing that lawsuits 
were chilling growth and destroying jobs. neither side had the 
political clout to declare outright victory. Congress tightened the 
screws on securities class actions, but never seriously threatened 
to end FOtM suits. With big donors on both sides, the FOtM 
presumption was simply too politically hot to handle.

Perhaps the SeC, an independent agency, could rise above 
the political fray? its opposition to reform during the legisla-
tive process leading up to the PSLrA is hardly promising, and 
the SeC’s subsequent positions are no more encouraging. the 
SeC consistently sides with the plaintiffs’ bar in its amicus role. 
the SeC’s support for the plaintiffs’ bar in part reflects its own 

institutional interests because the agency favors broad interpre-
tations of its governing statutes. the SeC’s commitment to the 
plaintiffs’ bar goes beyond that interest, however, as it sides with 
the plaintiffs’ bar even on issues that relate purely to the terms of 
the implied rule 10b-5 cause of action, like the price impact issue 
in Halliburton II. this commitment can only be ascribed to ideol-
ogy, as the agency staff views its investor protection role broadly 
and sees plaintiffs’ lawyers as allies in that fight. the SeC has the 
authority to make the necessary changes to rule 10b-5, but given 
the agency’s track record as a securities class action booster, it is 
unrealistic to expect reform to come from that quarter.

Perhaps shareholders could take matters into their own hands. 
they have the right incentives for evaluating reforms because they 
are forced to internalize both the benefits and costs of securities 
class actions. they benefit from securities class actions if those suits 

generate deterrence. Deterrence promotes 
accurate share prices and thereby reduces 
the cost of participation in the securities 
markets. those benefits flow to corpora-
tions as well because they translate into a 
lower cost of capital. Shareholders (at least 
some of them) are also the beneficiaries of 
the compensation paid out in securities 
class actions, modest though it may be. On 
the other side of the equation, shareholders 
(all of them this time) ultimately bear the 
costs of securities fraud class actions, which 

include the payment of attorneys’ fees on both sides of the litigation, 
the cost of experts, and the distraction costs to executives arising 
from defending lawsuits. Directors and officers’ insurance will cover 
some of those costs, but the premiums to secure that insurance 
are ultimately paid by the shareholders. Less tangible, but perhaps 
more substantial, are costs firms incur to avoid being sued: yet more 
money spent on lawyers’ fees for flyspecking disclosure documents, 
higher auditors’ fees, new projects that are rejected because of the 
risk of suit, and less forthcoming disclosure. those costs are not 
covered by insurance. How does the balance tip between the benefits 
of deterrence and its costs? Perhaps shareholders should be allowed 
to weigh for themselves.

One possibility would be to allow the shareholders to change 
the damages measure in rule 10b-5 securities fraud class actions 
involving the company, its officers, and directors, to focus on deter-
rence rather than compensation. Specifically, shareholders could 
adopt an unjust enrichment model by making a partial waiver of 
the FOtM presumption of reliance in the corporation’s articles of 
incorporation. the waiver would stipulate to a disgorgement mea-
sure of damages, requiring violators to give up the benefits of the 
fraud, if the FOtM presumption were invoked in a securities class 
action. this partial waiver would not limit shareholder-plaintiffs 
who could plead actual reliance on a misstatement; they could still 
seek the standard out-of-pocket measure of damages in those cases. 
thus, in a FOtM suit, the company itself would only be liable when 

Although judicial modesty may be a virtue, it is an odd 
response when the Court made the mess in the first place. 
Morover, the deference to Congress seems misplaced when 
the politicians have also shown no appetite for reform.
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making an offering or repurchasing shares. it would only be liable 
for out-of–pocket compensation to plaintiffs who actually relied 
on the misstatement to their detriment. executives who violated 
rule 10b-5 would be liable to repay their compensation tied to 
the stock price (bonuses, stock, and options) during the time that 
price was fraudulently manipulated; here the FOtM presumption 
could be invoked. 

Obviously the damages paid under a disgorgement measure 
are unlikely to afford full compensation, but settlements currently 
only compensate for a trivial percentage of investor losses. More 
fundamentally, compensation is not the answer to securities fraud 
in the secondary market; diversification protects investors more 
completely (and cheaply) than lawsuits ever could. the goal of 
securities fraud class actions should be that of unjust enrichment: 
deterrence. the purpose of the FOtM version of the rule 10b-5 
cause of action should be to deprive wrongdoers of the benefits 
they obtained by violating rule 10b-5. 

Can shareholders amend corporate charters to fix this badly 
broken system? the staff of the SeC takes the position that such 
waivers are illegal. Section 29 of the exchange Act voids “[a]ny 
condition, stipulation, or provision binding any person to waive 
compliance with any provision of this title or of any rule or regu-
lation thereunder.” read broadly, § 29 would bar any provision 
affecting a right created by the exchange Act. And written broadly, 
an anti-reliance provision could arguably waive compliance with 
§ 10(b) (although SeC and criminal enforcement would still 
be available). the Supreme Court has not addressed waiver of 
reliance clauses; it has only interpreted § 29 in connection with 
mandatory arbitration clauses. After initially concluding that 
arbitration provisions conflicted with the anti-waiver provisions 
in the securities law, the Court reversed course, concluding that 
forum selection clauses and arbitration provisions were enforce-
able because they did not affect any “substantive obligation” 
imposed by the exchange Act. 

the SeC, however, takes the position that the FOtM presump-
tion is a substantive obligation of the exchange Act, despite the fact 
that it was created by the Supreme Court, not Congress. Moreover, 
the Supreme Court has described the FOtM presumption as “a 
substantive doctrine of federal securities-fraud law” in Amgen and 
Halliburton II, although the Court has not explained why. So a waiver 
of the FOtM presumption may be a non-starter under current law.

Another response to the problem of securities fraud class 
actions would be for shareholders to amend the corporate charter 
to require such disputes to be settled in arbitration, without the 
ability to consolidate individual cases into a class action. A con-
sistent series of decisions from the Supreme Court interpreting 
the Federal Arbitration Act strongly supports the enforceability 
of such a provision. the SeC’s staff disagrees of course, taking 
the position that arbitration clauses violate § 29, notwithstanding 
the contrary Supreme Court precedent. 

Assuming the resistance of the SeC could be overcome, would 
investors favor such clauses? An arbitration clause is something of 

a nuclear option, eliminating both the deterrent value of securities 
class actions and the waste they engender. investors presumably all 
favor deterrence, but their interests may diverge on the availability 
of compensation, which might be hard to come by under a regime 
requiring arbitration. the relatively low rate of participation by 
retail shareholders in securities class action settlements suggests 
that they do not value compensation all that highly. Sharehold-
ers who are “holders,” trading infrequently, are likely to favor an 
arbitration regime because they are typically on the paying end 
of litigation and settlement in class actions. investors who index, 
whether individual or institutional, are likely to see things the 
same way as holders. indexers have protected themselves against 
the firm-specific risk of fraud through diversification; they are 
unlikely to favor paying large premiums to lawyers for additional 
insurance that they do not need. the votes of institutional inves-
tors who actively pick stocks are harder to handicap. On the one 
hand, they are more likely to have been trading during a fraud 
period, so they are more likely to be members of an FOtM class. 
On the other hand, the proposed regime would still allow such 
investors to pursue arbitration, which might be feasible if they 
made a large (losing) bet on a stock. 

Of course, we will get prompt feedback if investors make the 
wrong call in voting to adopt an arbitration clause. if eliminating 
FOtM class actions undermines deterrence, we would expect to 
see a stock price drop for a firm that requires arbitration of secu-
rities disputes. that will be powerful evidence for opponents of 
arbitration. if, on the other hand, the stock price response is posi-
tive, shareholders of other firms are likely to follow the pioneering 
firm’s lead in requiring arbitration. We should at least encourage 
shareholders to experiment so that we can get an answer to the 
question of whether shareholders—those who the current system 
is supposed to benefit—value it as much as the lawyers and SeC do.

ConCLUsion

the Supreme Court has struggled for 25 years with the wrong 
turn it took in Basic. the FOtM regime established in Basic shifts 
money from one shareholder pocket to another at enormous 
expense. in Halliburton II, the Court extinguished any hope that 
it would fix its prior error. the Court’s institutional commit-
ment to stare decisis—perhaps coupled with an awareness of its 
own limitations—kept it from making any meaningful change. 
Congress and the SeC have both had the opportunity to fix the 
problem created by Basic, but neither of those institutions has 
risen to the occasion. 

Shareholders bear the costs of the FOtM regime, and share-
holders have the power to end those costs by adopting arbitration 
provisions. that “nuclear option” comes at a cost, however, as it 
eliminates entirely the deterrent value of securities class actions. 
Will shareholders clean up the mess that the Supreme Court has 
created with securities class actions by requiring arbitration of 
securities fraud claims? Stay tuned.




